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ABSTRACT

One quarter of all early-type galaxies (ETGs) outside Virgo host a disc/ring of H\textsc{i} with size from a few to tens of kpc and mass up to \(10^7\)\,M\(_\odot\). Here we investigate whether this H\textsc{i} is related to the presence of a stellar disc within the host making use of the classification of ETGs in fast and slow rotators (FR/SR). We find a large diversity of H\textsc{i} masses and morphologies within both families. Surprisingly, SRs are detected as often, host as much H\textsc{i} and have a similar rate of H\textsc{i} discs/rings as FRs. Accretion of H\textsc{i} is therefore not always linked to the growth of an inner stellar disc. The weak relation between H\textsc{i} and stellar disc is confirmed by their frequent kinematical misalignment in FRs, including cases of polar and counterrotating gas. In SRs the H\textsc{i} is usually polar. This complex picture highlights a diversity of ETG formation histories which may be lost in the relative simplicity of their inner structure and emerges when studying their outer regions.

We find that ΛCDM hydrodynamical simulations have difficulties reproducing the H\textsc{i} properties of ETGs. The gas discs formed in simulations are either too massive or too small depending on the star formation feedback implementation. Kinematical misalignments match the observations only qualitatively. The main point of conflict is that nearly all simulated FRs and a large fraction of all simulated SRs host corotating H\textsc{i}. This establishes the H\textsc{i} properties of ETGs as a novel challenge to simulations.

Key words: ISM: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics.

1 INTRODUCTION

The observation of both neutral hydrogen (H\textsc{i}) and molecular gas (H\textsc{2}, traced by CO) has shown that early-type galaxies (E/S0s, hereafter ETGs), while on average gas-poorer than spirals, can in some cases host a significant mass of cold gas (for early H\textsc{i} studies see, e.g., Gallagher, Faber & Balick 1975; Knapp et al. 1977; Binggeli & Biermann 1977; Knapp, Turner & Cumming 1983; Wardle & Knapp 1986). The observation of both neutral hydrogen (H\textsc{i}) and molecular gas (CO) usually settled within the galaxy potential. Very sensitive observations are required to reach such a detection rate (for example, this is significantly higher than in the recent surveys of massive galaxies by Catinella et al. 2010 and Samtonge et al. 2011 but when these are performed we find that ETGs with a significant mass of cold gas are not peculiar, rare systems. The obvious implication is that in order to understand the assembly of ETGs as a family we need to understand how they get or retain their gas and what impact this has on the host, on its star formation history and on its structure. Here we focus on the latter aspect.

In most previous studies of this kind ETGs are simply divided into ellipticals and lenticulars. When this is done, molecular gas is almost exclusively found in lenticulars (Lees et al. 1991, Welch, Sage & Young 2010, Paper IV), consistent with the fact that CO is invariably associated with dust lanes. Furthermore, H\textsc{i} seems to be more abundant in lenticular than in elliptical objects at a typical \(M(\text{H}\textsc{i})\) sensitivity of \(10^7\)\,M\(_\odot\) (Robert 1975; Wardle & Knapp 1986; Bregman, Hogg & Roberts 1992; Sadler 2001), although more sensitive observations of smaller samples do not reveal any significant difference (Grossi et al. 2009; Oosterloo et al. 2010). One implication is that the distinction between ellipticals and lenticulars can be ambiguous and is affected by projection effects (Emsellem & Franx 1994). A more robust and physically meaningful approach is to classify ETGs on the basis of their internal kinematics (e.g., Davies et al. 1983; Cappellari et al. 2007; Emsellem et al. 2007).

In this context a key result of the ATLAS\textsuperscript{3D} project is that the vast majority of all ETGs (\(\sim\) 85 per cent) are structurally similar to spirals. They rotate like discs (Krajnović et al. 2011 hereafter Paper II), can be described as a family of oblate rotators on the \(\Lambda\text{g}–\epsilon\) diagram (Emsellem et al. 2011 hereafter Paper III), and cover the same range of intrinsic flattening and bulge-to-disc ratio of Sa to Sc spirals (Cappellari et al. 2011b, 2013b) hereafter Paper
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We find that SRs form a heterogeneous family including systems with no rotation at all, non-disc-like rotation and slow rotators (SRs). We find that SRs form a heterogeneous family including systems with no rotation at all, non-disc-like rotation and kinematically distinct cores (KDCs). Massive SRs are thought to include the growth of the stellar body and at low surface density (e.g., Morganti et al. 2009; Saintonge et al. 2012; Martig et al. 2013). Yet it is still possible for a FR to host a large mass of cold gas well outside the stellar body and at low surface density (e.g. Morganti et al. 2005; Oosterloo et al. 2007; Paper XIII). Such gas distributions are indicative that there are many ways of making a FR and that this information, lost in the apparent homogeneity of their shape and stellar kinematics, may emerge when observing their cold-gas phase. Furthermore, these tenuous gas systems are only weakly bound to the host and hence are easily perturbed. Their actual morphology is therefore a sensitive probe of the past dynamical history of the host, and indeed in Paper XIII we show that the H I morphology varies systematically with the density of the environment.

In this spirit we study here the H I properties of ETGs as a function of their structure within the context of the ATLAS3D project. The few previous attempts in this direction reveal no clear relation between H I and ETG structure but are based on significantly smaller samples (Morganti et al. 2006; Oosterloo et al. 2010). Here we aim at clarifying the situation by studying the large ATLAS3D H I sample. We describe the sample and the H I data in Sec. 2 discuss H I detection rate, mass and morphology as a function of galaxy structure in Sec. 3 analyse the kinematical misalignment between H I and stars in Sec. 4 perform for the first time a comparison to the predictions of ΛCDM hydrodynamical simulations in Sec. 5 and summarize the results in Sec. 6.

2 SAMPLE AND H I SURVEY

The ATLAS3D H I sample and the radio observations which this study is based on are described in detail in Paper XIII. Here we provide a short summary. We study a subset of the full ATLAS3D sample of ETGs (Paper I) distance < 42 Mpc, $M_K < -21.5$). This subset includes all galaxies with declination $\delta \approx 10^\circ$ except the four objects closest to Virgo A, resulting in a volume-limited sample of 166 ETGs (127 outside the Virgo cluster). We obtain Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope H I data for most of them either as part of the ATLAS3D project or from previous projects (Morganti et al. 2006; Józsa et al. 2009; Oosterloo et al. 2010). We make use of Very Large Array data for 1 galaxy with H I (Chang et al. 2009) and of Arecibo spectra for 20 galaxies (all undetected; Giovannelli et al. 2005).

As mentioned in Sec. 1 our Westerbork observations allow us to detect H I down to a column density of a few times $10^{19}$ cm$^{-2}$ and a mass of $\sim 10^7 M_\odot$. We detect H I associated with the target ETG in 53 galaxies (49 outside Virgo). In Paper XIII we classify detected ETGs in the following classes on the basis of the H I morphology: $D =$ large discs (14 objects); $R =$ large rings (10); $d =$ small discs (10); $u =$ unsettled distributions (14); $c = $ gas clouds (5). Gas distributions characterized by ordered rotation ($D$, $R$ and $d$ classes) are therefore the most common ones among H I-rich ETGs, amounting to 2/3 of all detections and 1/4 of all ETGs outside Virgo. As discussed in Paper XIII the above H I classes are a way to simplify the observed continuum of gas morphologies, with a number of objects being intermediate (or in transition) between classes. We make use of the H I classes $D$, $R$, $d$, $u$ and $c$ in the rest of this paper.

In Paper XIII we show H I images of all detections. Each image is obtained after creating a mask including all emission in the corresponding H I cube. The images shown in Paper XIII are the zero-th moment of the masked cubes. In the present paper we show and analyse for the first time the H I velocity fields obtained as the first moment of the same masked cubes.

3 RELATION BETWEEN H I AND ETG INNER STRUCTURE

In this section we investigate whether the H I detection rate, mass and morphology of ETGs are related to their stellar kinematics as

1 In fact, in Paper XIII we group $D$s and $R$s in a single class. In table 1 of that paper we indicate galaxies where the H I is distributed on a ring. Here we use that table as a basis for the division into D and R objects.
well as position on the \( \lambda_R - \epsilon \) diagram\(^2\) and mass-size plane. In particular, we make use of the kinematical classification presented in 
\textit{Paper II}. In that paper ETGs are divided in the following classes based on a quantitative analysis of their stellar velocity field:\(^1\) \( \alpha_\star = \) no rotation; \( \beta_\star = \) some rotation but with a velocity field not consistent with that of a rotating disc; \( \epsilon_\star = \) KDC; \( d_\star = \) two counterrotating stellar discs; \( e_\star = \) velocity field consistent with that of a rotating disc. These classes are important to understand the classification of ETGs into FRs and SRs discussed in Sec. 3.1. In Paper III we define FRs and SRs as galaxies above and below the line \( \lambda_R = 0.31 \sqrt{\epsilon} \) on the \( \lambda_R - \epsilon \) diagram, respectively. Fast rotators and \( e_\star \) ETGs are essentially the same family and represent \( \sim 85 \) per cent of all objects. On the other hand, the SR family is very heterogeneous and includes galaxies in all other groups (\( a_\star \) to \( d_\star \)).

### 3.1 Fast versus slow rotators

Figure 1 shows all galaxies on the \( \lambda_R - \epsilon \) diagram. In this figure we indicate galaxies with different stellar kinematics and \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) morphology using different colours and markers, respectively. To first order this indicates galaxies with different stellar kinematics and \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{I} \) properties and galaxy structure is not a simple one.

We detect \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) in galaxies at all locations on the \( \lambda_R - \epsilon \) diagram where there are ETGs, both FRs and SRs. Many of the \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) discs and rings (\( D, R \) and \( d \)) are hosted by flat, nearly edge-on FRs (top-right of the diagram) and their lower-inclination counterparts (at lower values of \( \lambda_R \) and \( \epsilon \)). This is reasonable as these galaxies have a pronounced stellar disc component and therefore must have experienced a considerable level of dissipation during their assembly. Their current \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) discs/rings may be a remnant of that process. The more detailed analysis of Sec. 4 shows that this is indeed the case for about half of all gas-rich FRs, but also that in the remaining half the gas accretion episode traced by \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) does not seem to be related to the formation of the current stellar disc.

What might be more surprising is to find \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) also among SRs (\( a_\star \), \( b_\star \), and \( c_\star \) objects only) and that in some of them the detected \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) is distributed on a large disc or ring. This indicates that SRs too can experience gas accretion and dissipative processes during their formation, and gas-poor evolutionary paths are not the only way to make a galaxy with this internal structure. A similar conclusion is reached by Paper X based on the misalignment between ionized gas and stellar kinematics in these galaxies within \( \sim 1 \, \text{R}_\odot \), by Smith et al. (2012) based on the frequent detection of cold dust in SRs, by Paper XXIII based on the existence of SRs with a cuspy nuclear light profile, and by both idealized and \( \Lambda \) cold dark matter hydrodynamical simulations (Paper VI, Paper XXV). Additional observations such as very deep optical imaging may provide further clues about the formation of SRs in presence of a cold gas component (Duc et al. 2011).

These qualitative results are illustrated in more quantitative terms in Table 1 for the full sample and in Table 2 for non-Virgo galaxies only. Within the limited statistics available for SRs (and for classes \( a_\star \) to \( d_\star \)), their \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) detection rate is the same as that of FRs (and \( e_\star \) objects). Namely, we detect \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) in 41 \( \pm \) 14 per cent of all SRs and 31 \( \pm \) 5 per cent of all FRs, while outside Virgo the detection rate becomes 50 \( \pm \) 18 per cent for SRs and 37 \( \pm \) 6 per cent for FRs (error bars assume a binomial distribution). The fraction of galaxies hosting a rotating \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) distribution (\( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) classes \( D, R \) and \( d \)) is 18 \( \pm \) 9 per cent for SRs and 21 \( \pm \) 4 per cent for FRs over the full sample, while outside Virgo it becomes 25 \( \pm \) 13 per cent for SRs and 25 \( \pm \) 5 per cent for FRs.

The above paragraph describes the \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) properties (detection rate and morphology) as a function of stellar kinematics. A complementary approach is to examine the stellar kinematics as a function of \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) properties, but also in this case Tables 1 and 2 show that there is no clear trend. Within each \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) class (including that formed by all undetected ETGs) the fraction of SRs and FRs is consistent with the global values of \( \sim 15 \) and \( \sim 85 \) per cent, respectively. The same is true considering all galaxies with a settled \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) distribution (\( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) classes \( D, R \) and \( d \)) is \( 18 \pm 9 \) per cent for SRs and 21 \( \pm \) 4 per cent for FRs over the full sample, while outside Virgo it becomes 25 \( \pm \) 13 per cent for SRs and 25 \( \pm \) 5 per cent for FRs.

The only possible exception to this lack of trends is that small \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) discs (\( d \)) include no SRs. This is consistent with the fact that \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) in these galaxies seems to be strongly linked to the presence of molecular gas and star formation within a stellar disc (Paper XIII).

---

2 We adopt the \( \lambda_R \) and \( \epsilon \) measurements obtained within a \( 1 \, \text{R}_\odot \) aperture in Paper III. Note that not all galaxies have their stellar kinematics measured out to \( 1 \, \text{R}_\odot \), as discussed in that paper.

3 Note the addition of a \( \star \) subscript to the kinematical classes name to avoid confusion with the \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) classes defined in Sec. 2.

---

Table 1. Number of galaxies in the various \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) morphological classes (Paper XIII) as a function of stellar kinematics class (Paper III) and SR/FR classification (Paper II) for the full ATLAS\( ^{3D} \) \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Sample</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>( a_\star )</th>
<th>( b_\star )</th>
<th>( c_\star )</th>
<th>( d_\star )</th>
<th>( e_\star )</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>FR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undet.</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Det.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{H} ! ! ! \text{i} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u )</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 2. Number of galaxies in the various \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) morphological classes (Paper XIII) as a function of stellar kinematics class (Paper III) and SR/FR classification (Paper II) for non-Virgo ETGs in the ATLAS\( ^{3D} \) \( \text{H} \! \! \! \text{i} \) sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outside</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>( a_\star )</th>
<th>( b_\star )</th>
<th>( c_\star )</th>
<th>( d_\star )</th>
<th>( e_\star )</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>FR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virgo</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undet.</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Det.</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{H} ! ! ! \text{i} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u )</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, the number of $d_5$ is low and only $\sim 1$ SR would be expected among them based on the global SR fraction. Better statistics would therefore be needed to confirm this result.

Another important quantity to analyse is the H$\alpha$ mass. Figure 2 shows the $M(\text{H}\alpha)/M_*$ ratio plotted against the $\lambda_0/(0.31 \sqrt{\epsilon})$ ratio. Here and in the rest of this paper we adopt for $M_*$ the value derived by Cappellari et al. (2013a, hereafter Paper XV) based on dynamical modelling – $M_{\text{DМ}}$ in that paper. One galaxy, PGC 071531, has no reliable $M_*$ measurement and is excluded from this analysis. Figure 2 shows that H$\alpha$-detected SRs are found over a wide range of $M(\text{H}\alpha)/M_*$. They seem not to reach the large $M(\text{H}\alpha)/M_*$ values allowed for FRs but the overall low number of SRs makes this difference statistically insignificant. For example, the fraction of galaxies with $M(\text{H}\alpha)/M_* > 0.002$ is $23 \pm 10$ per cent within the SR family and $24 \pm 4$ per cent for FRs. These fractions remain comparable to one another if we consider ETGs outside Virgo only, and these (and the following) results do not change if we adopt a different $M(\text{H}\alpha)/M_*$ threshold. Conversely, we define two ETG subsamples with $M(\text{H}\alpha)/M_*$ above and below 0.002, including 39 and 126 galaxies respectively. We find that they contain a similar fraction of SRs consistent with the global value of $\sim 15$ per cent, both considering all galaxies or non-Virgo galaxies only. Finally, according to a two-sample KS test the probability that the $\lambda_0/(0.31 \sqrt{\epsilon})$ distributions of the two subsamples are not drawn from the same parent distribution is just 4 per cent.

---

**Figure 1.** H$\alpha$ on the $\lambda_0-\epsilon$ diagram. The colour scheme represents the kinematical classification of ETGs presented in Paper II. The markers shape represent the H$\alpha$ morphology as in Paper XIII with the small modification described in Sec. 2. The magenta line represents the edge-on view of anisotropic, oblate models with $\beta = 0.65 \times \epsilon$ (Cappellari et al. 2007), and the black dashed lines represent the models with $\epsilon_0 = 0.35$ and 0.85 viewed under all possible inclinations from edge-on (top right) to face-on (bottom left). The green line represents the empirical separation between FRs and SRs $\lambda_0 = 0.31 \sqrt{\epsilon}$ proposed in Paper III. We indicate the name of all H$\alpha$ detections except that of $c$ galaxies.

---

$^5$ The results discussed in this section do not change if we normalize $M(\text{H}\alpha)$ to $L_\odot$. This follows from the fact that the distribution of $M_*/L_\odot$ ratio is very narrow for ETGs, peaking at 1.2 $M_*/L_\odot$ and with an rms of 0.4 $M_*/L_\odot$. This scatter is insufficient to significantly alter a plot like the one showed in Fig. 2 where galaxies spread over $\sim 3$ orders of magnitude in $M(\text{H}\alpha)/M_*$. 

---
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3.2 $\text{H}_1$ properties within the FR family

Considering now FRs alone, we find no systematic variation of $\text{H}_1$ properties as a function of position on the $\lambda_R$-$\epsilon$ diagram. Specifically, we compare intrinsically flatter FRs to rounder ones. We do this by considering $\epsilon_*$ galaxies only and splitting them in two groups above and below the line of 0.75 intrinsic ellipticity, respectively (see Fig. 1; we comment below on alternative ways of defining flat and round galaxies). This results in 47 ‘flat’ and 89 ‘round’ $\epsilon_*$ ETGs (39 and 67 outside Virgo, respectively). We detect $\text{H}_1$ in $32 \pm 8$ per cent of all flat objects and $30 \pm 6$ per cent of all round ones. The detection rate of rotating $\text{H}_1$ distributions ($D$, $R$ and $d$ objects) is $26 \pm 7$ and $20 \pm 5$ per cent, respectively, with both flat and round ETGs exhibiting a mix of $D$, $R$ and $d$ objects. No significant difference emerges if we consider non-Virgo galaxies only.

Conversely, the fraction of flat and round $\epsilon_*$ ETGs does not vary significantly as a function of $\text{H}_1$ class (also when grouping together all $D$, $R$ and $d$ systems). Within the error bars, we always find $\sim 35$ per cent of flat objects and $\sim 65$ per cent of round galaxies. Furthermore, the $\lambda_R/\lambda_{R,\epsilon=0.75}$ distribution of galaxies with an H$_1$ disc or ring ($D$, $R$ and $d$) is statistically undistinguishable from that of galaxies with no H$\text{I}$ (undetected and $c$). The two-sample KS-test probability that the two distributions are not drawn from the same parent distribution is 38 per cent.

We also investigate possible variations of $M(\text{H}_1)/M_*$ within the FR family. We find that 19 $\pm$ 6 per cent of all flat galaxies have $M(\text{H}_1)/M_*$ $> 0.002$, comparable to the 26 $\pm$ 5 per cent found for round objects. Conversely, we define an H$_1$-rich and an H$_1$-poor subsample of $\epsilon_*$ ETGs adopting the same $M(\text{H}_1)/M_*$ separation as above. The two samples include 32 and 103 galaxies, respectively. The fraction of flat objects in the two groups is comparable ($28 \pm 9$ and $37 \pm 6$ per cent, respectively). Finally, a two-sample KS test gives a probability of just 10 per cent that the $\lambda_R/\lambda_{R,\epsilon=0.75}$ distributions of the two subsamples are not drawn from the same parent distribution.

The definition of flat and round FRs adopted above relies on a simple de-projection of galaxies’ shape along model lines on the $\lambda_R$-$\epsilon$ diagram. A more accurate estimate of the intrinsic ellipticity of ETGs is derived in Paper XX based on the modelling presented in Paper XV and on the ellipticity measurement at large radius re-
ported in [Paper II] However, we have verified that using these intrinsic ellipticity values does not change any of the above conclusions. Flat and round FRs keep having equal H I detection rates as well as equal fractions of H I discs and of galaxies with $M(HI)/M_*$ $\geq 0.002$. Similarly, the distribution of FR intrinsic ellipticity does not change as a function of H I mass or morphology.

3.3 Mass-size plane

Although the $A_8$-$c$ diagram is very useful to separate SRs from FRs, [Paper XX] shows that a number of key ETG properties vary in a much clearer way on the mass-size plane instead. In particular, properties linked to the star formation history of galaxies such as their mass-to-light ratio, optical colour, H$\beta$ absorption and $M(H_2)/M_*$ ratio correlate with bulge-to-disc ratio (traced by velocity dispersion) on this plane. We therefore investigate whether the ETG H I properties too exhibit any systematic variation on the mass-size plane.

Figure 3 shows all galaxies on the mass-size plane of [Paper XX]. This figure does not show any clear trend other than the decrease of typical H I velocity dispersion with high galaxy mass, already reported in [Paper XIII]. As with Fig. 2 the main observational result is a very large scatter of H I properties, reinforcing our conclusion that H I does not appear to be linked in any clear way to the inner galaxy structure.

3.4 Diversity of gas accretion histories

The lack of a relation between ETG H I properties (detection rate, mass and morphology) and ETG structure demonstrates the importance of cold gas as an independent probe of the evolution of these objects. Neutral hydrogen observations give us clues about the diversity of ETG assembly histories which are otherwise lost in the relative simplicity of their inner shape and kinematics. Our H I survey demonstrates that there are very diverse evolutionary paths for FRs, which include the formation of both gas-poor objects (undetected in H I or with very low $M(HI)/M_*$) as well as galaxies with a considerable mass of H I spread over a large area (and therefore with low mean column density; see [Paper XIII]), but that this diversity is not reflected in the structure of ETGs within the FR family. Furthermore, we find that SRs too can accrete cold gas during their life and that they do so at a similar rate as FRs.

It is important to realise that SRs have a fundamentally different internal structure than FRs despite having similar H I properties (in a statistical sense). This means that the accretion of cold gas has not altered their structure, which remains characterized by a relatively round shape and low specific angular momentum within $\sim 1 R_e$. In other words, gas accretion has not resulted in the growth of a significant stellar disc component in the central galaxy region. The same might be true for FRs: the H I discs and rings in FRs do not need to be causally related to the stellar discs revealed by integral-field spectroscopy inside $\sim 1 R_e$, although they might well be in at least some cases. To investigate this aspect in more detail we now turn to the study of the kinematical misalignment between H I and stars in these objects.

4 KINEMATICAL MISALIGNMENT BETWEEN H I AND STARS

In order to study the kinematical misalignment between H I and stars we define a sample made of all galaxies for which we can reliably measure the position angle (PA) of the H I kinematical major axis, PA(H I). This includes all galaxies in the D, R and d classes plus two objects hosting H I on an overall unsettled configuration (u) but where some of the gas shows ordered rotation – NGC 1023 and NGC 4026. The total sample studied in this section includes therefore 36 ETGs.

4.1 Polar, corotating, counterrotating and warped H I

Figure 4 shows H I images (from [Paper XIII]) H I velocity fields (shown for the first time here) and stellar velocity fields (already shown in [Paper II]) of all D, R and u objects in this sample (26 objects in total; the 10 galaxies classified as d are analysed separately below). The figure reveals a diversity of H I-stars misalignments, including corotating, polar and counterrotating gas distributions. In a number of cases the strong variation of PA(H I) with radius indicates the warping of the gas disc.

More quantitatively, we derive PA(H I) as a function of radius from the H I velocity field using the KINEMETRY software [Kramović et al. 2006]. In order to maximize the radius out to which PA(H I) can be measured we lower the default minimum coverage of an ellipse with data points to 30 per cent. As we are only interested in the PA values this is an acceptable choice. We compare PA(H I) to the PA of the stellar kinematical major axis, PA(stars), which is given in [Paper II]. Before proceeding we highlight two aspects which should be kept in mind in order to interpret the results of this analysis correctly.

First, while PA(H I) is a function of radius and can be measured sometimes out to tens of $R_e$, PA(stars) is an average value measured over an aperture of typically $\sim 1 R_e$ (see [Paper II] for a detailed discussion). Therefore, we are not comparing the H I kinematics to the stellar kinematics at the same radius, but the
**Figure 4.** From top to bottom (three panels per galaxy), H I images (100 × 100 kpc$^2$), H I velocity fields (50 × 50 kpc$^2$) and stellar velocity fields (10 × 10 kpc$^2$) of all D and R ETGs, plus the two u's showing some ordered rotation (NGC 1023 and NGC 4026). The grey scale-bar represents 5 kpc in all figures. The black ellipses overlaid on all velocity fields have semi-major axis equal to 3 $R_e$ and ellipticity taken from Paper II. The black arrow overlaid on the H I velocity fields indicates the PA of the stellar kinematical major axis (receding side) from Paper II and scales with the size of the ellipse. In a few cases the stellar kinematical PA could not be determined reliably and no arrow is shown (see the text). For all velocity fields the velocity range is indicated on the top-right. This is kept fixed for the stellar and H I velocity field of a same galaxy in order to enable a comparison of the relative line-of-sight rotation amplitude. The colour scheme of the velocity fields is represented by the horizontal colour bar at the bottom of the figure.

H I kinematics (out to large radius) to the inner stellar kinematics. A comparison to the stellar kinematics at larger radius would require deeper optical spectroscopy over a larger field (e.g., Proctor et al. 2009, Weijmans et al. 2009, Arnold et al. 2011, 2013) or the study of planetary nebulae (e.g., Kromer et al. 2003, Coccato et al. 2009, Cortesi et al. 2013) or globular cluster kinematics (e.g., Kartha et al. 2013, Pota et al. 2013). A comparison between gas and stellar kinematics at a common, small radius is presented in Paper I using ionized and molecular gas data.

Secondly, while PA(stars) is a well defined quantity for FRs, where it is typically constant within the observed field, its interpretation may be ambiguous in SRs, where the stellar kinematics is more complex or characterized by very low-level rotation. The SRs for which we can measure PA(H I) are NGC 3414, NGC 3522, NGC 5631 (all KDCs) and UGC 03960 ($b_*$). In the case of NGC 3414 PA(stars) reflects the kinematics of the region outside (and counterrotating relative to) the KDC. To obtain the PA of the KDC one would have to subtract 180° from the value given in Paper II. On the contrary, in NGC 5631 PA(stars) represents the inner (i.e., the KDC’s) stellar rotation. In NGC 3522 the error on PA(stars) is very large because of the overall low-level rotation. In this case we calculate the misalignment relative to the photomet-
In Fig. [A1] we show $\text{PA}(\text{HI}) - \text{PA(\text{stars})}$ as a function of radius for all 26 galaxies in this subsample. This figure and Fig. 4 show that $\sim 30$ per cent of the systems host corotating H I (NGC 2859, NGC 3838, NGC 3945, NGC 4026, NGC 4036, NGC 4203, NGC 5582, UGC 06176), while counterrotating and polar H I distributions account each for $\sim 10$ per cent of the sample (NGC 3626, NGC 3941 and NGC 6798 in the first group, NGC 2594, NGC 3998 and NGC 4262 in the second). Note however that the observed misalignment of polar systems depends on viewing angle and it is likely that the H I is on a polar configuration in a larger fraction of all ETGs (e.g., NGC 3619, NGC 5103 and UGC 09519). In most of the remaining systems the misalignment angle varies significantly with radius, indicating the presence of a warp. In the two most extreme cases the H I changes from polar to corotating (NGC 2685) and from counter- to corotating (NGC 5173) with increasing radius.

The situation is somewhat different for ds. The H I in these objects is typically very faint and extends over only a couple of Westerbork beams. For this reason instead of using KINEMETRY we assume that $\text{PA}(\text{HI})$ does not vary with radius and determine its value by direct analysis of the H I cubes. Position-velocity diagrams along the adopted H I kinematical major axes are published in Paper XIII (their Fig. 5). We find that most (8/10) of the ds are corotating. The exceptions are one counterrotator (NGC 3032) and one polar system (NGC 3499), as discussed in that paper.

Considering all 36 galaxies together we find therefore that in $\sim 45$ per cent of all ETGs with an H I disc or ring the gas (which can spread out to tens of $R_e$) is corotating with the stars inside $\sim 1 R_e$. 
These galaxies are all FRs where the gas accretion episode traced by the \( \text{H} I \) might be related to the formation of the stellar disc. They are in many respects similar to spiral galaxies as they host cold gas and stars corotating on the same disc – the only difference being the absence of bright, star-forming spiral arms owing to the low \( \text{H} I \) column density (Paper XIII).

The remaining 55 per cent of this sample is composed of \( \sim \) 10 per cent of counterrotating \( \text{H} I \) systems, \( \sim \) 10 per cent of polar objects, and \( \sim \) 35 per cent of ETGs with a complex, warped \( \text{H} I \) distribution, some of which may in fact be polar. The link between \( \text{H} I \) disc and stellar disc in these objects is less obvious.

These results show that the existence of multiple kinematical sub-components in ETGs, well documented in their inner region for the stellar and ionized gas phases, holds also on much larger scales. Following our results on the fraction of ETGs with a kpc-scale KDC (\( \sim \) 7 per cent including counterrotating cases, Paper I) and misaligned ionized-gas kinematics (\( \sim \) 36 per cent, Paper X) we are now finding misaligned \( \text{H} I \) distributions on scales from a few to tens of kpc in \( \sim \) 12 per cent of all ETGs (\( \sim \) 15 per cent outside the Virgo cluster; for previous studies of smaller samples of ETGs with misaligned \( \text{H} I \) see, e.g., van Gorkom, Schechter & Kristian 1987; Bertola, Buson & Zellinger 1992; Bettoni et al. 2001).

Whether or not associated with the presence of a stellar disc, the \( \text{H} I \) detected in ETGs provides important clues on the origin of the cold interstellar medium detected in the inner region of these objects in the form of ionized and molecular gas. This is clear in Fig. A1, where we show that at \( R = 0 \) the data point corresponding to the ionized gas kinematics (when detected), which was already found to be invariably aligned with the CO kinematics (Paper X). The figure confirms previous claims that \( \text{H} I \), \( \text{H} \alpha \) and ionized gas share the same kinematics in the region where they overlap (Morganti et al. 2006; Paper X). The few exceptions are NGC 1023, NGC 3414, NGC 4278, NGC 5103 and NGC 5631. The first hosts an unsettled gas distribution with very complex gas kinematics, and it is unlikely that the central value of PA(\( \text{H} I \)) derived from the velocity field is representative of the actual inner gas motion. Furthermore, Morganti et al. 2006 show that in both NGC 3414 and NGC 4278 the ionized gas velocity field twists in such a way that the outer ionized gas kinematics is aligned with the inner \( \text{H} I \) kinematics. The same occurs in NGC 5631. Therefore, these three galaxies conform to the general rule too. We do not have a good explanation for the misalignment between \( \text{H} I \) and ionized gas in NGC 5103, which represents the only genuine exception to the rule. The other clear result is that in none of the four SRs the \( \text{H} I \) kinematics is aligned with the stellar kinematics or morphology. In fact, all these systems exhibit a (close to) polar \( \text{H} I \) distribution, although PA(\( \text{H} I \)) typically varies with radius (Fig. A1). We also note that the \( \text{H} I \) morphology of these systems, although disc- or ring-like, appears disturbed (Fig. B), with some cases intermediate between a D/R and a c classification. The lack of very regular, settled \( \text{H} I \) discs/rings in SRs and the prevalence of polar systems may be the only difference from the FR family (\( \text{H} I \)-wise), although even among FRs many gas discs and rings appear disturbed or not perfectly settled (e.g., NGC 2764, NGC 3998, NGC 4203, NGC 4278, NGC 5103). A larger sample of \( \text{H} I \)-rich SRs would be needed to confirm this indication.

The above results, together with the established weak relation between M(\( \text{H} I \)) and ETG luminosity (e.g., Knapp, Turner & Cunniff 1985; Wardle & Knapp 1986; Paper XIII), confirm the severe disconnect between ETG \( \text{H} I \) properties and their stellar component. They show, as argued in Sec. 3.4 that \( \text{H} I \) provides clues about the complex evolution of ETGs which would go unnoticed using only other observables. Confirming this complexity, we also find that the \( \text{H} I \) kinematical misalignment does not depend in any clear way on ETG stellar mass, environment density (quantified in Paper VII) or \( \text{H} I \) mass. For example among the very high-\( \text{H} I \)-rich galaxies in poor environments we find NGC 5582 (corotating \( R \)), NGC 6798 (counterrotating \( D \)) and UGC 09519 (warped \( D \)). Low-mass, isolated galaxies include NGC 2594 (polar \( R \)), UGC 06176 (aligned \( D \)) and again UGC 09519. Among the massive ETGs we find relatively small, aligned \( \text{H} I \) discs/rings as in NGC 2859 and NGC 4036 but also (close to) polar \( \text{H} I \) as in NGC 3414 and NGC 5631, and the warped \( \text{D} \) NGC 4278. The only exception is that the lowest-M(\( \text{H} I \)) systems are all \( \text{D} \) (Paper XIII) and, as illustrated above, mostly kinematically aligned to the stellar rotation. There is of course some dependence of \( \text{H} I \) properties on ETG mass and environment across the entire ATLAS\(^ {3D} \) sample. This is discussed in detail in Paper XIII, where we show that unsettled \( \text{H} I \) distributions become more common, and the typical \( \text{H} I \) mass decreases, as environment density and galaxy mass increase. Here we find that there is no additional trend with environment and stellar mass when studying the kinematical misalignment of settled \( \text{H} I \) discs.

Ever since the work of Knapp, Turner & Cunniff (1985) this decoupling between stars and \( \text{H} I \) in ETGs has been attributed to the external origin of the \( \text{H} I \). The main point of this interpretation is that most of the present-day gas must be accreted once the formation of the (inner region of the) host ETG is basically complete. The accreted gas could come from the intergalactic medium or be brought in by small gas-rich satellites which individually do not contribute significantly to the stellar mass of the ETG but may bring a significant addition to its interstellar medium. In fact, even
when gas is acquired at the same time as the formation of the stellar body, e.g. in gas-rich major mergers, there does not need to be a strong coupling between the stellar body of the remnant and the larger-scale H I distribution. Merging and accretion events are expected to occur in a ΛCDM Universe, where galaxies grow hierarchically, and our results may be seen as a confirmation of these theories. Qualitative statements of this kind have been made by previous authors and, at this stage, do not represent an advancement in our understanding of ETG formation. For this reason we attempt to take a step forward and perform a quantitative comparison to galaxy formation simulations in the next section.

5 COMPARISON TO COSMOLOGICAL SIMULATIONS

We compare ETGs in the ATLAS 3D sample to galaxies formed in two sets of hydrodynamical simulations performed by Oser et al. (2010) and Hirschmann et al. (2013). These are high-resolution re-simulations of ~ 50 dark-matter haloes extracted from a large, ΛCDM, dark-matter-only simulation. In each re-simulation baryonic processes such as hydrogen and helium cooling, star formation and supernova feedback are implemented in the presence of a uniform UV background. The two sets of simulations have different implementations of supernova feedback. In the first set the feedback is purely thermal (hereafter, NoW simulations because they do not include galactic stellar winds). These are the simulations analysed by Paper XXV to study the generic formation paths of SRs and FRs in a cosmological context. Simulations in the second set start from identical initial conditions but include an additional empirical model for galactic outflows driven by winds from star-forming regions (Oppenheimer & Dave 2006; we will refer to these as W simulations). All details on the galactic wind implementation and a comparison of galaxy properties between the two models are presented in Hirschmann et al. (2013). Here we study for the first time...

Figure 5. H I kinematical misalignment on the $M(\text{H}I)/M_*$ versus $\lambda_{Re}/(0.31\sqrt{\epsilon_{Re}})$ plane. This figure is the same as Fig. 2 but here we highlight only the 36 galaxies for which we are able to study the H I kinematical misalignment (see Sec. 4 for details on this subsample; the remaining galaxies are shown with light grey markers). We colour-code them according to the median misalignment angle calculated over the full radial extent of the H I disc or ring. See Fig. A1 for the variation of the misalignment angle as a function of radius in individual galaxies. Note that NGC 2685 and NGC 5173, the two most heavily warped H I systems in the sample, have a small median misalignment angle which is not representative of their true complexity. For this reason we highlight them here with a red box.
time the distribution and kinematics of cold gas in the simulations. As we will show, these two sets give profoundly different predictions for galaxies’ H I properties. We refer to Oser et al. (2010) and Hirschmann et al. (2013) for a full description of the simulations.

For the purpose of this work it is important to first investigate whether the simulated galaxies are a reasonable match to the ETGs we want to compare them to. On the one hand, they cover the same \( M_\star \) range (from \( \sim 10^{10} \) to a few times \( 10^{11} \) \( M_\odot \)). Furthermore, the NoW simulations are in reasonable agreement with the observed mass-size relation of ETGs (Oser et al. 2012) and exhibit a diversity of stellar kinematical properties similar to that of real ETGs (Paper XXV). On the other hand, not all simulated galaxies, in particular the W sample, would necessarily meet the morphological selection of the ATLAS\(^{3D}\) sample, which requires the absence of large-scale spiral arms in a galaxy optical image (Paper I). This is essentially a selection against strong star-formation on a disc while about half of all simulated galaxies have relatively large specific star formation rate (\( > 10^{-11} \text{ yr}^{-1} \)) at \( z = 0 \). Similar values are measured in only a handful of the observed ETGs (Davis et al., submitted). We note however that the uncertainty on the simulated star formation rate is large because of uncertainties in, e.g., star formation and feedback physics and their actual implementation. Additionally, neither of the simulated samples include AGNs, which could be an efficient way to suppress star formation. Therefore, we decide not to exclude star-forming galaxies from the comparison. Instead, we highlight this as a caveat of this work and stress that more sophisticated simulations would be needed to fully replicate the ATLAS\(^{3D}\) selection.

The simulations do not include a full treatment of different gas phases and the correspondence between simulated gas particles and H I is not obvious. As a first step we define cold gas following the criterion of Hirschmann et al. (2012), which is based on a selection of gas particles on the density-temperature plane. This is preferred to a simple temperature selection since dense star-forming gas (which we want to include in the cold-gas budget) can be relatively hot in the NoW simulations. Additionally, we assume that this cold gas is made of two phases, atomic and molecular (ignoring that some of it may in fact be ionized). We separate the two phases on the gas’ face-on view by applying equation 39 from Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2009). In their equation \( s \) is the \( \text{H} + \text{H}_2 \) column density in \( M_\odot \text{ pc}^{-2} \) (see Schruba et al. 2011 for a comparison between this theoretical relation and observations). This results in a relatively sharp transition from an atomic- to a molecular dominated regime at a total gas column density of \( \sim 10 \) \( M_\odot \text{ pc}^{-2} \) (Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel et al. 2008). The resulting face-on H I images are used to calculate H I mass and column density distribution for all simulated galaxies (at the typical gas resolution of \( \lesssim 0.5 \text{ kpc} \).

In order to study the morphology and kinematics of the H I we construct seven different projections of each simulated galaxy relative to an hypothetical observer: face on (relative to the stellar kinematics); rotated by 30°, 60° and 90°, respectively, about the stellar morphological major axis in the face-on view; and rotated by 30°, 60° and 90°, respectively, about the stellar morphological minor axis in the face-on view. When constructing these projections we do not separate H I from H\(_2\), as Krumholz’s prescription is strictly valid only when the gas is seen face-on. This does not affect our conclusions since we are mainly concerned with the kinematics of the gas, which is the same for all cold-gas phases.

All gas mass and surface density calculations as well the analysis of the H I and stellar kinematics presented below are performed after removal of star and gas particles associated with satellite dark matter sub-haloes according to the \textsc{subfind} algorithm of Springel, Yoshida & White (2001). Furthermore, we exclude from the calculation of gas mass and surface density the discrete cold gas clouds which are a known artefact of smoothed-particle-hydrodynamics simulations and which are not part of the gas discs we wish to study (Sijacki et al. 2012). These clouds, visible in some of the images discussed in Sec. 5.1, have a typical mass above \( 10^3 \) \( M_\odot \) and may therefore have a significant impact on the value of \( M(\text{H I})/M_\star \) if included in the calculation.

Before showing the result of the comparison between simulated and real ETGs we note that the ATLAS\(^{3D}\) sample is volume limited and complete down to \( M_\star = 21.5 \text{ mag} \) (Paper I). On the contrary, the sample of simulated galaxies is not volume limited (it is a set of individual simulations rather than a single, large simulated volume) and does not follow the observed galaxy luminosity function. Therefore, we cannot compare the statistical distribution of real and simulated galaxy properties. Instead, we investigate whether the diversity of ETG H I properties is reproduced by the simulations.

### 5.1 H I mass and morphology

The first step of our comparison is presented in Fig. 6, where we plot \( M(\text{H I})/M_\star \) against \( M_\star \) for galaxies in the two sets of simulations. Stellar mass values are taken from Paper XXXV for the NoW simulations and are measured in an identical way for the W simulations. For comparison we show the distribution of real ETGs distinguishing between H I detections (blue density field) and non-detections (red dots). We also show the \( M(\text{H I})/M_\star \) histogram of spiral galaxies. This is obtained from the \( M(\text{H I})/L_K \) histogram shown in Paper XIII assuming that for \( M_\star > 10^{10} \) \( M_\odot \) the typical spiral has \( M_\star/L_K = 0.8 \) \( M_\odot/\text{L}_\odot \) (Bell et al. 2003).

The figure shows that the NoW simulations produce galaxies whose H I content is to first order comparable to that of real ETGs and lower than that of spirals. The main discrepancy between NoW simulated and real ETGs is that extremely gas-poor galaxies with \( M(\text{H I})/M_\star \) below a few times \( 10^{-4} \) are underepre-
Figure 7. Three examples of simulated galaxies. For each galaxy we show the result of the NoW and the W simulation next to each other to highlight their differences. Each column represents one simulated object – four rows per galaxy – viewed at an inclination of 60°. The first row corresponds to an extremely deep optical image (∼ 29 mag arcsec⁻² in V band). The remaining rows are equivalent to those shown in Fig. 4 for real ETGs. Namely, the second row corresponds to a SDSS-like optical image with H I contours overlaid; the third row shows the intensity-weighted H I velocity field; the last row shows the intensity-weighted stellar velocity field. The linear scale of the various panels is the same as in Fig. 4, with the grey scale-bar representing 5 kpc. Galaxies are sorted according to decreasing dark-matter halo mass (left to right). The outer stellar isophote corresponds to a stellar mass surface density of 500 M_☉ pc⁻². The colour scheme of the velocity fields is represented by the horizontal colour bar at the bottom of the figure.

H I discs in fast and slow rotators

The situation is different for the W simulations. These galaxies are typically gas-richer than NoW ones (Hirschmann et al. 2013). They populate the high-M(H I)/M_⋆ end of the observed ETG distribution. At M_⋆ > 10¹¹ M_☉ we find a number of objects whose H I content is too large by a factor of 10 to 100 compared to the data. We conclude that W systems are, as a family, too H I rich and that NoW galaxies are a better (albeit not perfect) match to real ETGs in terms of H I mass.

Figures 7 and 8 are meant to show a few cases representative of the diversity of galaxies produced by the simulations as well as the difference between the NoW and W simulation for a same halo. Indeed, it is immediately obvious that changing the star formation feedback implementation has a strong impact on the properties of a simulated galaxy. The same object can be a FR in the NoW simulation and a SR in the W one (M0163) or vice versa (M0190, M0329). Furthermore, it can be surrounded by a large gas distribution in the W simulation but have the gas disc entirely confined inside the stellar body in the NoW simulation (e.g., M0190, M0721). In fact, the larger size of the H I distribution in the W simulations is a general result valid for all galaxies and a consequence of the mechanical nature of the W feedback, which pushes gas to large radius while keeping it cold. A visual comparison between Fig. 4 and Figs. 7 and 8 shows that these large W gas discs match reasonably well the size of the H I discs and rings in gas-rich ETGs. They too, like the observed systems, exhibit slight warps in the outer regions, possibly owing to their large size. The NoW gas distributions are on the contrary too small.

The fact that the NoW simulations are a better match to the observed ETG M(H I) distribution (Fig. 6) but that W objects are a better match to the observed size of the H I discs may seem contradictory. In fact, this is easily understood noting that in all simu-
lations the H I column density is on average higher than observed. For this reason H I discs with the right mass are too small (NoW) and H I discs with the right size are too massive (W). This result, which is clear from a comparison of the H I contours in Fig. 4 with those in Figs. 7 and 8, is shown more quantitatively in Fig. 9. In this figure the black lines represent the H I column density distribution in simulated galaxies while the red solid line shows the distribution in real galaxies (represented by the best-fitting Schechter function derived in Paper XIV). This mismatch is consistent with the fact that simulated galaxies appear to be forming stars at a rate higher than real ETGs at $z = 0$ (Hirschmann et al. 2013).

Although not the focus of this study, it is worth noting in this context that all simulated galaxies host cold gas above a column density of $10^{21}$ cm$^{-2}$. This gas, which we do not include in our calculation of H I mass and column density, is more centrally concentrated than the H I and can be related to the molecular gas found in the central region of ETGs (Paper IV). Its mass is typically between $5 \times 10^7$ and $5 \times 10^8$ M$\odot$ with a handful of exceptions at lower mass and no significant difference between NoW and W simulations. Both sets of simulations miss therefore the large population of ETGs with $M_{H_2} < 5 \times 10^7$ M$\odot$ reported in Paper IV while on the gas-rich side of the distribution the molecular gas masses are in reasonable agreement with the observations. We find that the molecular-to-total cold-gas fraction is larger in the NoW than in the W simulations. This is a consequence of their higher average cold-gas column density coupled with our method for separating atomic from molecular gas.

5.2 H I discs and misalignment in simulated fast and slow rotators

Figures 7 and 8 show that not only the H I mass and morphology but also the gas kinematical misalignment is affected by the feedback implementation. For example, M0549 hosts a small counterrotating gas disc in the NoW simulation and a large, corotating one in the W simulation; M0721 hosts a small corotating disc in the NoW simulation and a very large, counterrotating one in the W simulation. This kind of difference between the H I-misalignment of NoW and W galaxies is very common within the sample of simulations analysed here. It is caused by the cumulative effect of galactic stellar winds on a galaxy and the satellites which it accretes as the simulation progresses.

Taken together, the NoW and the W simulations seem to reproduce qualitatively the large variety of gas morphologies and kinematics of real H I-rich ETGs. In this sense it is useful to associate some of the examples in Figs. 7 and 8 to ETGs in the ATLAS$^3D$ sample. Bearing in mind that these matches are not exact and may not hold at a more quantitative level (as we illustrate below), M0163-NoW is for example a FR with a small polar gas disc which may be related to NGC 3499. M0163-W, a bright SR with a polar gas disc slightly larger than the stellar body, could be compared to NGC 3414. M0549-NoW hosts a small, counterrotating gas disc similar to NGC 3032. M1196-NoW and many W galaxies (e.g., M0190, M1196) represent cases of large, corotating H I discs around FRs (similar for example to NGC 5582 and NGC 3838). M0329-W exhibits an H I warp and tails comparable to those of NGC 4278. Counterrotating gas discs around FRs (e.g., NGC 6798).
make use of the ROTCUR task part of the GIPSY package \cite{Hulst1992}. This task fits tilted-ring models to a velocity field and is equivalent to the software used for the analysis of real galaxies (see Sec. 4). In this case we fix the centre of the rings to the stellar centre of mass and the H\textsc{i} systemic velocity to the stellar value. We then solve for PA(H\textsc{i}), inclination and rotation velocity of all rings. In what follows we analyse PA(H\textsc{i}) only.

We summarize the result of this analysis in Fig. 10, where the values of $A_R$ and $\epsilon$ are measured on the edge-on projection. These values are taken from Paper XXV for the NoW galaxies and are measured in the same way for the W objects. Galaxies with an H\textsc{i} radius smaller than 3 $R_e$ are shown as diamonds. Values of $R_e$ are also taken from Paper XXV and measured in the same way for the W models. The figure shows that, as discussed above, the simulations are able to make H\textsc{i} discs around both FRs and SRs, in agreement with the result of Sec. 3. As noted above, it is also important that in some of these objects the H\textsc{i} is misaligned (e.g., polar or counterrotating) relative to the stellar kinematics. However, the similarities between simulated and real ETGs on this diagram do not go much further than these qualitative statements.

A first obvious difference is that, compared to Fig. 5, the vast majority of both W and NoW FRs host H\textsc{i} on an aligned configuration. There are a few exceptions including some of the FRs in Figs. 7 and 8. M0163-NoW (polar) M0549-NoW (counterrotating) and M0721-W (counterrotating). However, strongly misaligned systems are confined to much lower levels of stellar rotation and gas content compared to some of the observed H\textsc{i} counterrotators (NGC 3626, NGC 3941, NGC 5103 and NGC 6798) and polar rings (NGC 2594, NGC 3998). In the W simulations the only misaligned FRs lay, in fact, close to the empirical boundary between FRs and SRs. The kinematical alignment between H\textsc{i} and stars in all the other, fasterrotating simulated galaxies makes them more similar to spirals than to real FRs as a family. Such stronger coupling between gas and stars compared to real ETGs may be related to the larger gas surface density and star formation rate in the simulations, as highlighted in Sec. 5.1.

Rewinding the simulations reveals that the rare cases of large H\textsc{i} misalignment in FRs at $z = 0$ are usually the result of very recent events. For example, M0721-W (Fig. 8) spends most of its life as a FR with aligned H\textsc{i}, until a merger with a relatively small but very gas-rich satellite at $z \sim 0.3$ turns it into an H\textsc{i} counterrotator. The H\textsc{i} tail in Fig. 8 is a remnant of that event. Another example is M0549-NoW (also in Fig. 8). This system is surrounded by a large, warped gas disc for a large fraction of its life. Gas in the inner part of the disc is kinematically aligned with the inner stellar rotation except for some short intervals where it appears to be close to polar. The gas disc mass and size decrease as the galaxy evolves and by $z = 0.1$ the disc is so small that a relatively minor gas accretion event results in the current counterrotating H\textsc{i} disc. Similarly, the FR M0163-NoW (Fig. 7) has been hosting a polar gas disc only for the last $\sim 2$ Gyr, and in the past has been both a gas co- and counterrotator. Given that the H\textsc{i} orbital time in ATLAS$^{3D}$ galaxies is at most $\sim 1$ Gyr it is possible that the ETGs with misaligned H\textsc{i} have acquired their gas relatively recently.

On the contrary, FRs with an aligned (although frequently warped) gas disc at $z = 0$ have typically been in such a configuration for most of their life, with occasional periods of time during which the gas is unsettled following a merger. This is true for $\sim 80$ per cent of all NoW FRs and $\sim 70$ per cent of all W FRs. Note that such a persistent alignment between stellar and gas kinematics is not the result of a lack of satellite accretion. On the contrary, these objects experience continuous merging (depending on their

![Figure 9. H\textsc{i} column density distribution in the simulations compared to that in real ETGs. The latter is represented by the best-fitting Schechter function derived in Paper XIII. For both NoW and W simulations we plot the median of the normalized distributions of all individual galaxies. The distributions are obtained for the cold-gas face-on view. Both median distributions and the Schechter function are scaled to intersect at $N(H\textsc{i}) = 10^{20}$ cm$^{-2}$. The peak at (and sharp drop after) $N(H\textsc{i}) = 10^{21}$ cm$^{-2}$ is due to our definition of H\textsc{i} in the simulations (see the text). This effect is more pronounced in the NoW case because the distribution of total gas surface density extends to larger values than in the W simulations.](image-url)
halo mass), but their gas disc is probably sufficiently massive at all times to prevent significant misalignments from developing. We do not investigate this aspect in more detail since our focus here is the comparison between simulated and real galaxies.

Slightly different paths for the formation of an aligned FR are possible (although frequent in the simulations). For example, M0721-NoW is a SR with very low-level rotation and a counterrotating gas disc at $z \sim 1$. This gas lives relatively undisturbed for the next $\sim 2$ Gyr and during this time forms a number of new stars sufficient to change the direction of net rotation of the stellar body and to turn the object into a FR. So this is a case where rather than the gas disc changing its kinematics following gas accretion, it is the stellar body that changes its kinematics following star formation. Whether such evolutionary paths occur also in the real Universe remains to be established.

The other, already mentioned difference between Figs. 5 and 10 is the existence of simulated gas-rich SRs where the H I is co- or counterrotating relative to the stars. These SRs have no counterpart in the ATLAS$^{3D}$ H I sample but may be related to the ionized-gas SR corotators of Paper X. Rewinding the simulations reveals that many of the SRs with a small corotating disc at $z = 0$ used to have a polar disc (or sometimes a counterrotating one), which has settled only recently on an aligned configuration. As noted above for the misaligned FRs, the H I kinematical misalignment can change very frequently in the simulations, mostly following merging with satellites. Polar gas distributions like the observed ones are found too (e.g., M0163) but they are not the rule. Their history too includes frequent changes of the kinematical misalignment as a result of mergers.

The comparison presented in this section indicates that simulations are only partially successful at reproducing the observed H I properties of ETGs. A careful treatment of gas physics is essential and it appears that a better match to the observations needs to be achieved before ΛCDM simulations can teach us why and how ETGs evolve into the diverse (H I-wise) family they are today.

6 SUMMARY

In a previous ATLAS$^{3D}$ paper (Paper XIII) we demonstrate on a strong statistical basis that a large fraction of all ETGs outside the cluster environment host a significant mass of H I gas. In particular, 1/4 of all ETGs outside the Virgo cluster host a disc or ring of low-column-density H I with size from a few to tens of kpc, and mass from $\sim 10^7$ to a few times $10^9$ $M_\odot$. Here we investigate the link between the H I properties (mass and morphology) of these galaxies and their internal structure. The latter is determined on the basis of galaxies’ optical morphology and stellar kinematics, leading to their classification as SRs or FRs. Furthermore, we study the kinematical misalignment between H I (out to large radius) and stars (inside $\sim 1 R_e$) in both these groups, and compare for the first time the H I properties of SRs and FRs to predictions from ΛCDM hydrodynamical simulations.

We find a large diversity of H I masses and morphologies within both the FR and SR families. Surprisingly, SRs are detected as often, host as much H I and have a similar rate of H I discs and rings as FRs. The only tentative difference between the two families is that the H I discs/rings around SRs are usually not fully settled. This comparison is mostly limited by the small number of SRs in our sample (simply because these galaxies amount to just $\sim 15$ per cent of the total ETG population) and a larger SR sample would be needed to improve the accuracy of some of the above conclusions. Nevertheless, our data imply that SRs can accrete a significant mass of cold gas during their life, and that they may do so at a rate similar to that of FRs. This is confirmed by the frequent detection of cold dust (Smith et al. 2012), kinematically-misaligned ionized gas (Paper X) and cuspy nuclear light profiles (Paper XXIII) in SRs...
as well by simulations, which indicate that at least some SRs may have formed during gas-rich mergers (Paper VII|Paper XXV).

The high detection rate of H I discs/rings in galaxies with little or no evidence of an embedded stellar disc – the SRs – indicates that the accretion of H I is not always linked to the growth of an inner stellar disc. Such weak relation between H I and stellar disc is confirmed by the fact that in galaxies with a significant stellar disc component – the FRs – the H I does not always corotate with the stars. On the contrary, we find corotation in just about half of all FRs with an H I disc or ring. The remaining FRs exhibit a variety of kinematical misalignments including cases of polar and counterrotating gas. The family of FRs appears therefore significantly more complex and diverse at large radius than in the inner regions, as concluded also using other kinematical tracers (e.g., Coccato et al. 2009, Bois et al. 2013).

The H I misalignments reveal another possible difference between FRs and SRs: in the latter the H I disc/ring is always polar (or nearly so) relative to the stars. We do not find any SR with a co- or counterrotating H I disc or ring, although we note that such gaseous discs are detected at smaller radius in the ionized gas phase (Paper X).

In Paper XIII we show that the ETG H I mass and morphology depend to some extent on galaxy stellar mass and environment density. Here we find no additional trends as the H I kinematical misalignment does not seem to be related to the host stellar mass or environment in any obvious way. This complex picture highlights a diversity of ETG formation histories which may be lost in the relative simplicity of their inner structure.

We find that ΛCDM hydrodynamical simulations (both with and without galactic stellar winds) have difficulties reproducing the H I properties of ETGs. We develop a simple method to define H I in the simulations of Oser et al. (2010) and L26 Hirschmann et al. (2013), and find some clear inconsistencies with the observations. The decline of the H I column density distribution is too shallow, resulting in an average density which is larger than in real ETGs. This causes gas discs with an H I mass comparable to the observations to be too small, while discs whose size is sufficiently large are too massive. Furthermore, none of the simulations is able to produce the many gas-poor ETGs present in the observed sample.

Consistent with the observations, H I discs are found in both simulated FRs and SRs. However, their kinematical misalignment from the stars match the observations only qualitatively. On the one hand, nearly all simulated FRs host corotating H I. The few cases with polar or counterrotating gas exhibit very low levels of stellar rotation (unlike real ETGs). On the other hand, a large fraction of the simulated SRs host corotating H I while none hosts a large, (nearly) polar H I disc as in real SRs. We suggest that a more sophisticated treatment of gas physics and a better understanding of the corresponding feedback processes is needed in the simulations, and we conclude that a better match between observed and simulated galaxies should be achieved before cosmological simulations can be used to understand the origin of the complex H I properties of ETGs.
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APPENDIX A: H I MISALIGNMENT CURVES

Figure A1 shows the variation of the kinematical misalignment PA(H I) − PA(stars) as a function of radius for the 26 galaxies with extended H I distributions analysed using the KINEMETRY software (Krajnović et al. 2006). This includes all Ds in the ATLAS 3D sample, all Rs and the two α galaxies with some settled gas, NGC 1023 and NGC 4026 (see Sec. 3). Note that PA(H I) varies as a function of radius while PA(stars) is an average central value, as explained in detail in Sec. 3. The curves in the figure were used to determine the median misalignment values shown in Fig. 5. Note the severe warps of NGC 2685 and NGC 5173, which are discussed also in Sec. 4. For these two galaxies the small median misalignment angle is not representative of the true complexity of the gas system. The figure also shows the kinematical misalignment between ionized/molecular gas and stars presented in Paper X. The kinematic alignment between inner H I and other gas phases is discussed in Sec. 4.1. We refer to the caption of Fig. A1 for more details on its content.
**Figure A1.** H\textsubscript{I} misalignment as a function of radius in units of $R_e$ (Paper I). The black dots represent the measurements. The thick, horizontal grey lines serve as a reference to identify gas close to corotation, polar distribution and counterrotation, respectively. We highlight the few cases where PA(stars) is the photometric rather than kinematical PA. Red and blue semi-circles at $R = 0$ show molecular and ionized gas misalignment, respectively.
Figure A1. Continued